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Record Breaking Cold
by Robin Wilson
Staff Writer
The coldest temperatures in
Cleveland's recorded history
greeted students returning to C-M
from holiday break in January. The
mercury fell to 20 degrees below
zero during the first week of school
and you could hear complaints
echoing throughout the building as
many students asked why Cleveland State University didn't cancel
classes.
The C-M switchboard was
flooded with calls most of the week
and staffers admit there was a lot of
confusion on the telephone. Part of
the reason for the mix up was
because Receptionist Jean Bowers,
who usually fields the calls and
manages the front desk, was stuck
at home due to the cold and snow.
Bowers said later "I think ·every
student either called or tried to call
during those first few days of
school." Bowers acknowledged that
the "University has a horrible set up
as far as snow and school closing
information is concerned." The
main informational phone number
on campus, 687-2000, stayed busy
continually so C-M students had to
call the law school directly for
school closing information.
On Wednesday afternoon ,
January 19th, administrators
decided to close the University at
4:00 due to the 20-below temperature reading. Many evening students who braved the bitter cold
were angry to find classes cancelled
when they arrived. Because of the
confusion at the law school switchboard, a message telling students
that evening classes were cancelled
wasn't recorded when staffers left
for the evening. Day students had their own
frustrations; not the least of which
was aggravation over a closed
coffee shop when they arrived
Wednesday morning. Fran who
runs the shop during the day was
also stuck at home because of the
weather. The shop stayed closed
through lunch leaving many students debating whether to raid the
vending machines or brave the
arctic weather for food. The man
who tends the vending machines
stayed late Wednesday to refill
them, especially the coffee machine
which became unusually popular.
Veteran C-S-U Student Bob
Patton who now attends the law
school said he was not surprised,
but frustrated, that the University
did not close. Most area universities were closed January 19th,
including the University of Akron,
Kent State, John Carroll, Tri-C, and
Baldwin Wallace. Patton said he
didn't think it was reasonable that C-

S-U with its large commuter population remained open and that his
drive into school on the East
Shoreway was extremely dangerous.
Another C-M student, who asked
that her name not be used, was so
angry about the school remaining
open that she called the President
of the University to complain. That
student could not get to school
because of a cold-related problem
with the RTA route from Shaker
Heights which did not run Wednesday morning because of the
weather. The first-year student said
she was concerned about missing
classes since some professors have
warned they would penalize students for lack of attendance. The
student said she was surprised
when President Claire Van
Ummersen returned her call to
apologize for the upset. Van
Ummersen said she understood the
student's frustration and that she
would be looking at possibly changing the University's policy for
closing school. Currently, the
University monitors only snow fall
and not the temperatures in determining what days to cancel classes.
Four professors cancelled
classes themselves for at least one
of the bitter cold days. One professor was forced to cancel class for
two days because he was stuck out
of town and couldn't get back to
Cleveland because of the cold.

MOOT COURT TEAM
WINS
TOP HONORS
Two teams competed in
February in the F Lee Bailey
national Moot Court competition
sponsored by Nova University in
Florida. The Petitioner team of
Robert Gerlack and Ellyn
Tamulewicz won Best Petitioner
Brief and the Respondent team of
Mary Rossley and Michael Spisak
won Best Respondent Brief. They
tied each other for Best Overall
Brief.
Michael and Mary won the
entire competition over such teams
as Villanova, St. Johns, Houston
and John Marshall. Michael also
won B.est Oralist in· the preliminary
rounds and Best Oralist in the finals.
In November, two teams
participated in Cleveland at the
Regional Phase of the National
Moot Court Competition. One team
consisted of John Belt, Greg
Gordillo and Rick Zielinski. The
other team was comprised of Alison
Drake and Guy Rutherford. John,

Confronting Machiavelli:
Law, Lawyers and Law Schools
in the 21st Century
by Professor David Barnhizer

C-M loses two
professors to the
windy city
by Jon Sinclair
Staff Editor
Two professors on unpaid
leave of absence in Chicago have
recently decided not to return to
Cleveland-Marshall. Janice Toran and
Stephan Landsman, who are married,
were expected to return this year tci
C-M but have chosen to stay in
Chicago.
Professor Landsman is a
visiting scholar with DePaul University
School of Law and Janice Toran is
corporate counsel for G.D. Searle, a
pharmaceutical company. According to
Dean Steven Smith, DePaul made
Landsman a "[permanent] attractive offer"
and Toran has greatly enjoyed practicing
as counsel for Searle.
Toran and Landsman will be
sorely missed by C-M. Landsman
began teaching here as an assistant
professor in 1976, while Toran began
the same year as a lecturer in the
school's former Sex Discrimination
Clinic. Toran is a recognized authority on the federal Freedom of
Information Act and Landsman is
widely published on civil and criminal
procedure issues. The couple have
three children, ages 4, 12, and 15.

Greg and Rick finished in first place
overall at the competition and
submitted the Best Respondent
Brief which was also Second Place
Overall. Alison and Guy finished in
second place overall and submitted
the Best Petitioner Brief which was
First Place Overall. John also
earned the Best Oralist Award.
Normally, the first and
second place winners of the Regional Phase advance to the final
rounds of the Nationals in New York.
However, a rule of the competition
precludes two teams from the same
school arguing in New York, even if
they finish first and second in the
Regionals, so the third place team
was allowed to compete in New
York in place of Alison and Guy.
John, Greg and Rick argued in three
rounds before they were eliminated
by the University of Missouri"
Kansas City. The three-member
team defeated Brigham-Young; the
University of Kentucky and Missouri-Kansas in oral arguments.

The following is an edited
version of a speech. delivered at Seton
Hall University School of Law by Prof.
Barnhizer on Dec. 7, 1993.
When I first began working on
this speech I asked students in my
courses on Environmental Law and
Lawyer's Strategies why they came to ·
law school. The first response was
"Money and Power"! When we all
stopped laughing, I told them there
was nothing wrong with money or
power other than their inherent
tendency to corrupt and the fact that
whenever they are seen as ends in
themselves rather than as tools to
achieve desired ends they are empty
and destructive.
My message is simple to
articulate but difficult to attain. It is
that if we don't believe in something
more profound than our own selfinterest and attempt to serve that
higher purpose, then our lives will lack
meaning and significance. But what
are the ends we should serve as
human beings? What is it we should
seek to become? And what role do
law faculty and law schools have in
guiding, challenging and nurturing the
process of development both in their
students and themselves? A central
part of my thesis is that law faculty
have betrayed both themselves and
their students because they have
created an empty, soul-less methodology that ignores the most important

dimensions of law, law's functions, and
law practice.
·
The most frightening thing we
secretly fear is the thinness and
invisibility of ourselves. The title of
Milan Kundera's 'The Unbearable
Lightness of Being" captures so
beautifully the condition in which we
humans find ourselves. We fear selfknowledge so greatly that we will do
almost anything to avoid knowing what
we are truly like because we know
intuitively there is a fragile little creature
at our center. For those who neither
believe in anything nor are willing to
confront their own emptiness, there is
the classic refuge of academia in which
we hide behind sterile dialogues and
pompous discourse.
The soul-less methodology
that has developed in the one hundred
years since Christopher Langdell
reformed Harvard Law School generates the unique analytic ability that law
schools generally call "thinking like a
lawyer". I myself love this pattern of
thought and consider it an essential
part of professional development. It is a
critical skill and is important because it
gives power to those skilled in its
application. It gives clarity, precision,
and the ability to take others' arguments apart. The ruthless precision
reflected in this special skill is necessary for clear thinking and action. My
concern is not with its existence but its
exclusivity, and goes far beyond the
development of that critical skill to the
deeper questions of how and why that
continued on page 6
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C-M STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
C-M's first Work-A-Day is a Success

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION LAW STUDENT DIVISION
(ABA-LSD)

"Remember to donate large cans," said Karen Hamiliton as she
relaxed at a reception following Cleveland-Marshall's Work-A-Day 1994.
Karen was referring to the fact that she and other volunteers had spent the
day opening dozens of individual-serving cans of soup with a hand-held
can opener. The soup Karen helped prepare was for homeless persons
and others at St. Augustine's Church. The church is not equipped with
electric can openers said Karen, massaging her hands.
Work-A-Day, held Saturday, January 29, 1994, was an unprecedented success according to the project's directors, Cyndi Chiaro and
Rachel Schmelzer. Over 100 students and faculty participated by volunteering their time at eight selected community service and legal organizations. Each volunteer wore a T-shirt designed for the event that identified
him/her as a C-M Work-A-Day 1994 participant. This is the first year C-M
took part in the national event which is sponsored by the ABA-Law Student
Division. The goals of the project are to stress the importance of consistent volunteer work throughout one's legal education and career and to
improve the much maligned image of the "typical" attorney.
. The event was co-sponsored by the ABA-LSD, SBA, SPILO, BLSA, CM Criminal Law Society, Women's Law Caucus and Delta Theta Phi. A
post-event reception was held in the atrium where Dean Melody Stewart
commended the participants for their activities and a letter of congratulations from Dean Steven Smith was read. Also, WUAB-TV Channel 43
carried a report of the event during its 10:00 pm news program.
The event was also the kick-off for the new C-M Pro bono Program.
Students will be receiving more information on this program in the near
future.

The American Bar Association's Law Student Division invites all
ABA members to participate in the Sixth Circuit Spring Conference on
March 11-13. The Conference will follow this itinerary:
March 11: 7:30 p.m. to?
March 12: 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m . (Business attire)
6 p.m. to ? (Banquet, Casual attire)
March 13: 7:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Casual attire)
The Conference will be held at the Akron Hilton Inn at Quaker
Square, 135 S. Broadway in Akron. Phone is (216)253-5970. Registration
is $25 per person. Room Rates are $88 for single, $10 each additional
person.
For more information, contact Karen Salvatore, C-M's ABA-LSD
President and Sixth Circuit Lt. Governor for women and minority issues.
LOOK FOR A QUESTIONNAIRE IN YOUR MAILBOX IN THE
NEAR FUTURE FROM THE ABA-LSD.

C-M Law Students Respond To
Educational Needs of Area Schools

University Updates
· Sonia Winner has been hired as the new Assistant Director of Career
Planning . Ms. Winner graduated from the University of Dayton Law School
and worked with C-M's Street Law program from 1990-1993.

by Elisabeth Travis Dreyfuss
Assistant Dean
Two thousand students in area high schools and middle schools are
studying issues of practical law with the help of Cleveland-Marshall students participating in the Street Law Program .
Three students, Marisa Marniella, Will Schill and Lynn Grabiak
are working at parochial schools. Will has returned to his alma mater, St.
Edwards. Another law student returning to teach in the high school from
which he graduated is Ron Gainar. Ron remembers being at ClevelandMarshall as a high school student when he competed in Street Law's Area
Wide Mock Trial Competition in 1989.
Peter Gagnier, Susan Priest, J. J. Werner and R. J. Antonelli
represent the geographical extremes of this year's placements with Peter at
Painesville Harvey, Susan at Chagrin Falls, J. J. Werner at North Royalton
and R. J. at Rocky River. Two law students, Ruby Weems and Audra
Zarlenga, are working with the five Street Law classes of Lori Urogdi-Eiler
at Shaw High School. Lakewood's teacher emeritus of high school journalism, John Bowen, will be working with ACLU-trained Marshall student, Don
Gitlin.
Laura Gold will be involved for a second semester with hearingimpaired students at Mayfield High School. Laura, with the endorsement of
John Moore, Mayfield's Curriculum Director and Assistant Superintendent,
plans to extend the use of her materials to other school districts.
Several students are working in middle schools. Terrence Ferrer
is filing the assignment left by Anil Anthony at Harry E. Davis.
Joe Jacob continues at Schuler and Willson Middle Schools in Cleveland.
Laurie Tenenbaum is C-M's first student to teach at Roxboro Middle
School in Cleveland Heights.
Peter Campbell will return this semester to the Street Law class at
Cleveland Heights .High School taught by teacher and first year law student
Debbie Turner. Joining him at Heights High will be Cleveland Woodson
and Michelle Wade who will be both be working with American Government teacher, Alan Wolfe. Michelle had Mr. Wolfe as a teacher when she
was a student at Cleveland Heights.
Jon Sinclair and Analicia Pianca are teaching students at two of
Cleveland School's magnet programs. Jon is at Aviation High School and
Analicia is at C-M's own Law and Public Service magnet at the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Building. Awatef Assad, Kim Lloyd, Rene De Leon Toro
and Holly Heslin have selected Cleveland schools for their Street Law
assignments including South and East High Schools.
If you are interested in finding out more information about the
Street Law Program, stop by the Price Building located at 1715 Euclid
Avenue or call me at 687-2352, Pam Daiker-Middaugh at 687-6878 or
Artemus Carter at 687-3944.

· Cleveland State University Alumni Association and Society National Bank
have teamed up to offer CSUAA Visa cards. Each purchase made using
the CSUAA Visa generates a contribution to the Alumni Association Scholarship Program which provides annual scholarships to deserving students.
There is no fee for the first 12 months, and only $12 per year after that. It
also features a competitive variable interest rate. Applications are available through the Alumni Association Office, 687-2078.

Graduating Students:
Please Pay on Your Way Out
The Cle.veland-Marshall commencement ceremony will be held on
Sunday, May 22, 1994, at the Palace Theatre, Playhouse Square. The
program will begin at 2 p.m. and should end by 3:30.
Students completing graduation requirements by Fall , 1993, or
Spring/Summer 1994 are eligible to participate in the May commencement.
Students finishing this Spring Semester have missed the filing deadline
though applications are still being accepted. Students finishing with the
Summer Semester must file an application by April 1, 1994, no fools. The
graduation fee of $20.00 is payable at the time your application is submitted. Applications are available from the reception desk, Rm 117.
It will be necessary for you to order your academic regalia in
advance from May 2 - May 13, 1994. The bookstore will have all caps,
gowns and hoods for your immediate rental. You MUST stop in the bookstore during this period. The price is $28.95 + tax. Payment to Barnes & .
Noble can be made by cash, credit card, check payable, or the shirt off
your back. Payment is non-refundable, no phone orders permitted.
Announcements will be available at the bookstore around March
15th, rings can be ordered April 11th-13th (Artcarved rings, and April 25-27
& May 16-18 for Josten rings.
Graduates should receive a letter with graduation inforrl')ation by
the end of February. Please retain this letter. If you do not receive this
letter, or you have additional questions, see Sandy Natran, Rm 125 (6872354), in the admissions office area.
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Happy Birthday, Mr. President

Oskar Schindler and ·his Jews
by Les E. Rockmael
Staff Writer
Nazi, slave laborer, war
profiteer, womanizer and hero.
These are the words that describe a
most unusual man. That man is
Oskar Schindler.
The story df Sch indler was
first told in a book written by Thomas Keneally and is now a motion
picture made by Steven Spielberg.
It is a story about the Holocaust,
and while it is true that many stories
have been told about the Holocaust,
this type of story has never been
told before.
Schindler, with the desire of
becoming a rich man, went to
Poland around the time all the Jews
in Poland were forced to live
.together in the Warsaw ghetto. He
ingratiated himself with the high
command of the Nazi party and
bought a factory from several Jews.
At this point Jews were no longer
allowed to own any property. In
exchange for the factory, Schindler
paid no money but promised to give
the owners some of the pots and
pans that the factory was going to
make.
Schindler decided to man
the factory work force with Jews
since the salary for a Jew was much
lower than the salary for a Polish
worker. The Nazis operated this way
since Schindler had to pay the
workers' salaries directly to the
Nazis; the Jewish employees
received no salary.
As time passed, Schindler's
factory accountant Ben Stern began
to press Schindler to bring more
Jews into the factory. These new
workers were young and infirm.
They were of no use to the Nazis,
so if they were not employed they
faced a certain death.
As the war went on, a
strong bond developed between
Schindler and his Jewish Workers.
As it became evident that Poland
was going to fall, Schindler decided
to move his plant to Czechoslovakia
to make weapons for the German
Army.
As a result of this strong bond
and his recognition of the inhumanity that was being perpetrated by the
Nazis, he decided to make the
Nazis an offer. He would buy Jews
from the Nazis and take them to
Czechoslovakia to man his factory.

by Ron Russo
Staff Writer

When he asked the prison
commandant how much he wanted,
the commandant replied "How much
is each Jew worth to you?"
Schindler's list was about to become reality.
Schindler saved approximately 1200 Jews by taking them to
Czechoslovakia with him. This left
him practically broke, but he didn't
seem to care. As it became evident
that the Germans were going to lose
the war, Schindler knew he wou ld
have to leave. As a member of the
Nazi party he would be a hunted
man.
As Schindler was leaving,
the survivors presented him with a
signed statement telling of
Schindler's heroics. The survivors
hoped that if Schindler was captured, the statement would save
Schindler from a war crimes trial.
Schindler evaded capture
and the survivors were later liberated. As a result of Schindler's
heroics, the 1200 factory workers
had children and those C'.hildren had
children. Today, there are over 4500
Jews alive due to Schindler's list.
This story came to light
because one of the survivors
Leopold Page constantly told the
story. This survivor came to
America and opened a leather
goods store where he would tell his
customers the story of Schindler
and ask if any of them were a writer.
Eventually one of these
customers turned out to be author
Thomas Keneally. He decided to
research the story and wrote the
book that would later become the
movie.
Schindler's Jews have gone
all over the country telling their
story in churches, synagogues and
schools. It is their hope that by
telling this story to the young
children of our country the events of
WWII will never be repeated .
Schindler died in 1974. He
never again ran a successful
business. He was given a hero's
funeral and was buried in Israel.
Steven Spielberg said he
believed the film will serve mankind
tor years to come. Due to the
survivors' advanced age, very few
are left to tell the story. By making
this film , Spielberg hopes it will
speak tor the survivors when they
no longer can speak tor themselves.
The movie Schindler's List
is currently playing in area theaters.

As we celebrate a well-deserved day off from school, it is only
fitting that we salute one of our greatest presidents, Thomas Jefferson.
Here are some quotes from one of the finest minds that ever graced the
Oval Office. (President Clinton and Congress should heed these words.)
"I am for a government rigorously frugal and simple."
"Were we directed from Washington when to sow and when to
should soon want bread."

re~p,

we

''There is a aristocracy among men. The grounds of this
are virtue and talent."
"Love your neighbor as yourself, and your country more than yourself."
"That government is the strongest of which everyman feels himself a part."
"It is error alone which needs the support of government.
Truth can stand by itself."
"I have never been able to conceive how any rational being could propose
happiness to himself from the exercise of power over others."
"If we can prevent the government from wasting the labors of the people,
under the pretense of taking care of them, they must become ·happy."
And, finally, one of my favorites that can apply quite well to the
legal profession on the matter of ethics:
"Never suffer a thought to be harbored in your mind which you
would not avow openly. When tempted to do anything
in secret, ask yourself if you would do it in public.
If you would not, be sure it is wrong."
Consider these thoughts and have a great day off! Happy Birthday,
President Jefferson!

Faculty+ students.. .;.Live on Stage!
in

Those Fabulous Follies
On Friday, March 11, 1994, the Follies will be live
on stage at the CSU Main Classroom Auditorium.

The line-up:
Professor Landever singing
Professor Becker and Dean Stewart perform a
parody
Dean McNally hosts a sing-a-long

Along with:
Student impersonations
Stand-up comedy
Juggling

Also:
Murder of the Grading Curve ...
Dean Smith Stands Trial!
11

11

featuring student impersonations of
Professor Gard as defense counsel
Professor Curry as prosecutor and
Professor Goshien on the witness stand!
Tickets will go on sale March 2, 1994.

Spring Break
March 19 - 25, 1994

Don't miss this hysterical historical event.
Plan to attend to see your classmates and professors
showcase their talent on stage!

Enjoy!

SPILO is reviving the Follies which were once a C-M
annual event. All proceeds will go towards SPILO's
scholarship program.
·
For more information, contact Rose Fini at 687-2351.
3
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What I learned in my first semester of school
by David Bentkowski
A friend of mine asked me
what I had learned in my first six
months of law school. Rather than
impress him with references to
Hadley v. Baxendale (actually, I
couldn't remember what the hell
that case was about), I thought I
would share with him (and now, you)
some of the non-book related
knowledge that I have gained while
at Cleveland-Marshall.
For starters, most law
students are facing financial trouble
right about now as funds were
gobbled up during the holidays.
Never fear, though, because I read
an ad in the CSU newspaper
promising up to $900 for sperm
donations (I guess this is what my
dad meant by saying, "Don't flush
your money down the toilet").
Whether or not to do this poses
some interesting questions like:
Could I do this without laughing?
Could I do this without the clinic
staff laughing? And, if I did do it,
should I list it one my resume? Isn't
this the type of "interesting" experiences employers are looking for?
"Yeah, Bob, I know his grades stink,
but look at his extra-curricular
activities ... he really seems to
have a tight grip on what he's
doing." You know, the more I think
about it, the more I'm willing to do
it. Who knows, I might be able to

get an earned income credit on my
taxes. For those who are still too
embarrassed to cash in, I hear you
can also sell your blood. What a
country.
Law students are also faced
with the problem of a ton of work
and not enough hours in the day to
do it all. Who has time for a social
life? My answer to this is simple .
time management. To begin, forget
about conventional sleeping. Mr.
Roger's words for the day are power
nap. Let's assume you're out having
a good time and you notice it's
about 3:00 a.m. (actually, it may be
2:00 a.m. or it may be 4:00 a.m., but you figure you'll pick the one in
the middle). Most students with an
early morning class would panic.
Not me. Just stay up a couple of
hours more, and the next thing you
know it will be morning. You'll
probably have saved about 2 hours
by not saying goodbye to all of your
new best friends - the ones you
have been buying drinks for since
happy hour. You will have saved
another hour by not having to
explain to the police officer how you
thought green came after yellow on
the traffic light. And, best of all, you
will already be dressed (minus the
underwear you gave the bartender
as a tip) for the next day. Also,
based on your appearance, for once
you won't have to worry about being
stopped and asked for money on

Euclid Ave.
If you stay up, you should
have the stamina to last through
your morning class. Then, catch a
quick power nap during your next
one, such as I do during Property
(Just kidding, Professor Curry), and
you'll be as good as new. On the
way home you can grab another
quick nap while sitting in rush-hour
traffic, and lastly, you can catch
some more winks while listening to
your significant other tell you about
their day. By now, you should be
ready to do your homework (xerox
the casenotes) and be ready for
round two. Yes, it sounds like a
rough cycle. But, the good news is
there are enough dead presidents
and pointless holidays every month
that allow you to catch up on your
work and sleep. Good 'ol John
Hinckley ... his defense was, "I was
just trying to break the days for
Dave."
Finally, the thing I have
learned most from law school is to
play dumb (although I am kind of
worried at how easily I can do it).
There are so many situations where
acting like a helpless idiot can help
you. For example, I have been able
to greatly reduce my copying bill at
Kinko's. I take my inspiration from
Saturday Night Live's "Unfrozen
Caveman Lawyer" skits. "Your
copiers frighten and confuse me.

Independent Joe Jacobs, Jr.
playing to win
in the 10th district
_
Sooner or later, "we, the
people" will decide to take back our
country. Fact is, we are the shareholders in this multi-trillion dollar
corporation. Every government
representative is under contract with
us. We pay them half of every
dollar we make_., and I'm not the first
to observe that no one's getting his
or her money's worth.
Our company is losing
money, BIG TIME, to the tune of a
$4,000,000,00Q,OOO debt. In so
many ways, our representatives are
taking us down, and if that's going
to change, so must these representatives. ·
Democrats and Republicans
are equally to blame for the $400
billion S&L scandal, the complete
failure of the Drug War, the lack of
any substantive education in every
major city's school system, and the
unmistakable absence of morality in
government. Most importantly,
these Demopublicans are responsible for disconnecting the American
people from their government.
There is a cynical apathy
toward this faceless, inefficient and
growing bureaucracy, but this time
you do have a chance to change

I'm just a law student. I didn't mean
to make 500 copies - although I
need to keep them all. Great, you'll
only charge me for 50?" This
approach also works great in the
law library, where the staff is
unbelievably friendly. "LEXIS? Uh,
like, isn't that like a car or something? Huh, huh, huh ... huh, huh .
.. huh, huh, huh, huh. Could you,
uh, like uh, find these homeowner's
insurance cases for me?" "Heh,
heh, heh ... You said homeowner."
I guess one way to look at it is,
"Yes, ignorance may not be an
excuse in a court of law, but it sure
works when you tell Fran that you
thought the coffee and donuts were
free." However, you have to be
careful not to play too dumb, such
as claiming on your resume that you
have worked full-time for Work-ADay for the last six months.
The point of all of this (yes,
there is one) is to offer a little help.
Sure, law school is tough. But, if
you learn how to master a few tricks
of the trade, things will flow much
smoother. Yes, the legal tools we
are learning are important. But,
never underestimate learning some
of the rules of survival. Now, I have
a small job to do - my choice of the
word small is in no way a commentary about my prowess. Good luck .
.. I wonder if I can get worker's
comp' for calluses?

uUMino'g SJaikCutting
The Difference .... Personal Service
Across from the Law School

things. I'm running for Congress
because I believe it is not too late.
What can one person do? Everything, with your help!
From me, you'll hear about
ideas and solutions; the way things
could be if you decide to take back
your country. I once heard that
ideals are like the stars, you never
reach them, but like navigators on
the sea, we chart our course by
them.
But, if you're too used to
voting Democrat or Republican, or
for the name you like the most, or
for the face you see the most on
T.V.; or if you're too busy voting
against people and settling for the
lesser of two evils, then, in the end,
you truly deserve what you get.
I'm running for Congress
because I still believe in our country, because I still believe in you.
Do you?
Joe Jacobs is a third-year
part-time law student at ClevelandMarshall, a substitute teacher for
the Cleveland Schools, and an
Independent candidate for Martin
Hoke's Congressional seat ih the
10th District.

Special Student Prices

-1818 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
(216) 861-6044

Mon -Fri:
9:00 a.m. • 5:00 p.m.
Appointment Appreciated

M -F 9-!S: 30

(216) 781-9390

SAT. 9°2:00

COUSIN'S CIGAR CO.

1828 EUCLID AVENUE

DANNY KOLOC

CLEVEUHD,

Across from the La,w School
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The Multistate: Cleveland-Marshall Style
by Jon Sinclair
Staff Editor
I always seem to find myself concerned
about my fellow student's test taking skills. Last
semester I provided a practice essay for First
Year students. It's only fair that I show the same
concern for graduating third and fourth year
students. Here's an exercise to help you prepare
for the Multistate.
1 . Durn. Law school grades seem so arbitrary. I have a hunch that grades are somehow correlated to
a) the square root of the algorithm of the number
of Saturn's moons divided by cancelled Shuttle
launches.
b) your professor's office number multiplied by
your maternal grandfather's age in 1963, divided
by pie (use 3.1415).
c) whether the professor can tell you got your
exam number early (early=nerd=smart), or if you
waited til the last minute (late=busy
schedule=non-scholar).
d) whether your professor was on his/her 1st, 5th ,
or 1Oth cup of coffee when grading your exam.

2. When a number of cars were stolen in
January from the faculty/staff parking area,
Dean Smith dispatched a memo to faculty
and staff. In the memo, Smith
a) recommended "The Club" and cited the "town
in Texas" success story.
b) reprimanded faculty for the large number of.
BMW's and Jaguars they drive.
c) distributed bumper stickers which read "Please
have mercy. This Ford Pinto owned by one
under-paid , state law school professor'' .
* actual answer is (a) , though he neglected to
mention the "town in Texas" success story.

3. The trick to writing a good law school
essay is
a) writing
hear.
b) writing
c) writing
d) writing
thetically,

what you think the professor wants to
what your own conscious wants to hear.
what you heard in class.
what you might have heard if, hypoyou went to class.

4. Durn. I can't believe my professor gave out
so many C's and C+'s. Apparently, my professor
a) had a New-Year's Eve party and no one came.
b) only got a bottle of Thunderbird in the faculty
gift exchange.
,
c) got a fruitcake from every single relative on
his/her spouse's side of the family.
d) was one of the professors whose car was
stolen. (see above)

5. If you spent anytime recently at Case
Western's law school, you would have noticed their sodas (Coca-Cola products) and
candy bars all cost 50 cents, as compared to
C-M's 55 cents (Pepsi products). Generally
this is evidence that
a) Pepsi is a finer product, and probably requires
the cold-filtration process.
b) Case students never bother with anything
smaller than a quarter (dimes and nickels are for
the downtrodden, silly!).
c) The extra nickel goes to pay for the nice
furniture in our lunch room.
d) oh, so that's the bonus for paying paying
$20,000 a year for a Case law degree.

6. Our library can proudly boast of being the
only law school
a) east of the Mississippi without restrooms.
b) south of Lake Erie without restrooms.
c) west of the Atlantic Ocean without restrooms.
d) its best not to think of bodies of water while in
the library.

7. Martin Hoke
a) is a no good, bumbling, two-timing, sexist,
soliciting neanderthal.
b) is only a normal human being, with normal
sexual urges.
· c) is only a normal U.S. Congressman, with a
Congressman's urges.
·
d) is indicating men's' preferences have yet to
return to the 1960's 'Twiggy".

8. Fingerhut's comment, "You can ask me to
do anything you want", was OK (according to
media response) because,
a) he wasn't kidding, you can make Fingerhut do
anything you want. (See, passage of NAFTA;
1993 Clinton budget).
b) he was demonstration her incorrect grammar.
He was pointing out that correct English would
require, "May I ask you to unbutton your jacket."
c) it may have been solicitous, but it was proper,
deferential solicitation.

9. In Diet Coke's most recent TV commercial,
female office employees gather around at
their office windows every day at 11 :30 a.m.
to salivate over a male construction worker
who bares his hairy chest everyday at this
time, unawa.re of the staring women. This
isn't a Hoke-ster incident because,
a) women and men are not similarly situated.
b) the construction worker was unaware of the
salivating women (he heard no comments).
c) the women were only drooling, they weren 't
saying anything .
d) it was only television, silly, women don't do
that stuff in real life.
e) it was only a Diet Coke commercial. Now, if it
had been a Diet Pepsi commercial, hoooo boy,
that would be another story.

1o. A woman expressed in a letter to the Plain
Dealer's 'Everywoman' section, that she was
disgusted with the Diet Coke commercial and
its perception of women. She wrote, "I would
really like to know if a male producer made
that advertisement." What she's trying to say
is
a) if a man produced the segment, he's a downright, no-good for-nothing, sexist... .(see Hoke
description, question 7a).
b) if a woman produced it...well..um ..,that
women's lib!
c) if a gay male produced it, then,
ummm .. .then ...well. ..hmm.

11. C-M's new career placement brochure
includes a photo which shows our law
school under siege by a luscious collection
of trees, bushes and grass. This picture was
actually taken
a) with the help of discarded props from a local
production of Roger & Hammerstein's "South
Pacific".
b) by our sister law school on the island of Fiji.
c) with the help of 800 gallons of Miracle-Grow
last July.
d) we don't kn.ow, the photographer still hasn't
emerged from the underbrush.

THE PAINFUL BIRTH
OF A NEW TRADITION
by Jennifer Parker
I have heard that the first birth is always
the most painful. I cannot personally youch for
the truth of that statement in the traditional sense
of the word (I have a dog and a husband which is
all I can handle). However, after putting together
the Women's Law Caucus Silent Auction, I can
attest to the truth of the statement at least
metaphorically.
It was a long road to haul in a short
amount of time. The hardest part was selling me
on the idea at all. I signed up to help coordinate
a raffle fundraiser. The end result was the birth
of a new tradition - the silent auction. This
experience is similar to one who thinks they are
going to have a boy and buys footballs and blue
clothes only to end up having a girl who grows up
playing sports and wearing blue jeans! Of
course , I was one of those children and there is
nothing wrong with that except it provides for a
lot of juggling and some creative manuevering to
ensure a future prodigy.
Seriously, the Vice-President of the
Women's Law Caucus talked me into this entire
scheme. "I signed up to do a raffle!" were ttie
first words out of my mouth. However, being the
future politician she is, she correctly assessed
the situation and planned a course of attack and
eventually conquered the more stubborn side of
my character so that I was ready to conquer the
world of auctioneering.
Oh! That life was so easy. There was much that
I had to discover before any conquest could take
place. I tentatively made my first phone call to
an unknown person to request a donation . This
done in the face of my one great fear - having to
talk to people over the phone that I do not know!
After many letters and phone calls, the
response we received was tremendously positive. Virtually all of the businesses we contacted
were able to provide us with a donation . There
were those who were unable to contribute this
year (we did get a late start on all this) but said to
count on them for next year.
I would venture to say that the Silent
Auction was a great success for me personally
and as an event to live on in the future. We
accomplished our goals and hopefully provided a
little stress relief before exams and the holidays.
Not surprisingly we have already started making
plans for next year. As the night passed we were
heard to say "next year... . !"
We want to thank all who participated
with time, labor, and donations. Although those
who received auction items benefitted, the real
winners were the Food Pantry and the Battered
Women's Shelter.
One last reflection. For those of us who
do not have time to spend with our significant
others during this busy time, just remember that
today Dean Smith's wife is a happy woman - she
finally gets to have lunch with her husband.

Bar Exam Update
The Ohio Bar Exam will be given July 26, 27, & 28,
1994 in Columbus at Veteran's Memorial Hall (300
W. Broad Street).
The Supplementary Application must be mailed
during the month of March and received no later
than April 1, 1994. Applications available from
Jean Bower.
Plan ahead for your hotel accomodations!
If you haven't attended a substance abuse
seminar, see Kay Benjamin. There will be a
seminar in April.
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Barnhizer
continued from page 1
power is used and abused.
The problem we face not only in the law schools but throughout society is
that we lack an anchor in a fundamental set of beliefs. We are losing our traditional beliefs in such sustaining sources as community, family, heroism, and
rationality--of course those beliefs often concealed the attitudes and consequences
of racism, sexism, maldistribution of income and opportunity, and violence against
the powerless. But deep positive beliefs are also critical anchors for stability and
energizing standards that drive us to serve the interests of a humane society. We
have lost the best part of our beliefs and found nothing of merit to replace them
other than an arid cynicism and distrust for virtually everything. There is now
nothing inside us capable of sustaining a deep system of positive values, certainly
not a shared sense of positive values that can help bind a community together.
Part of this process of loss has, paradoxically, been caused by our
attempts to remedy the many injustices of a society that has allowed powerful
interest groups to advantage themselves at the expense of others. In seeking to
remedy the injustices of this society, we have dehumanized both ourselves and
those with whom we disagree. In addition to creating the political force required to
assert legitimate grievances, these interest group allegiances also create academic
and political cult communities in which we hide or lose a part of our human
identity. They are increasingly preventing us from communicating with those not
part of our group or as seeing them as fully human individuals entitled to dignity
and respect. This means everything of consequence has become a political civil
war.
In the face of this turmoil, law schools must begin to define and carve out
special missions for themselves in terms of problem-solving strategies aimed at
both rectifying injustices and developing opportunities that enhance the productive
quality of life in our society. This can take various paths depending on the nature of
the schools, their student bodies, institutional relationships and access, and faculty
interests, capabilities, and primary social needs. This is a critical function of the
university as an active agent of change and has been for centuries.
The opportunities for making important contributions to American society
are extraordinary and the challenges profound. There is, however, a very wide gap
between the challenges and opportunities and the knowledge and skills of law
faculty. The capabilities, interests, courage and knowledge of American law faculty
fall far short of what is needed to cope with the challenges we face. Law faculty
are a scarce resource that needs a significant amount of retraining to be able to do
what society needs them to do. But they are generally unwilling and uninterested
in such a mission.
The process of change will be extraordinarily difficult and most likely
unsuccessful because, by and large, American law faculty lack vision , lack the
ability to work together in pursuit of a common mission, are out-of-touch with their
society, pampered and privileged, and stubborn as mules. Law faculty are the last
vestige of feudalism in the Western world, giving only the loosest deference to any
needs other than their own and only coming together when faced by an ominous
external threat. To get their attention you have to hit them with the intellectual
equivalent of a two by four and even that is probably not enough.

The simple fact is that much of the scholarship being produced by
American law faculty is self-indulgent and pedestrian, serving nothing of consequence. Even when academics are considering admittedly important issues they
are too often whining about them without depth or the courage to ask the critical
questions that might lead to real knowledge. There is also an enormous pretentiousness about much of the work being produced by some American legal
scholars. It is a pseudo-intellectual striving after false respectability sought by
borrowing methodologies from academic disciplines that are themselves often little
more than overly specialized, isolated and even incoherent fragments of knowledge.
I began by saying law faculty have betrayed their students. At the center
of this betrayal is the fact that faculty have historically had a contempt for the
practice of law as well as ignorance of its dilemmas, stresses and rich texture - yet
that is what we profess to prepare our students to encounter. The truth is that the
practice of law is an unbelievably powerful mechanism. It has a defining effect on
those who spend their lives caught in its grip. It alters how you think, how you feel,
what you value. It has always startled me that law faculty are so unaware of the
power of the shaping force of law practice on those we educate to spend their
entire lives in the practice of law. Many law faculty, particularly those who have
little experience in actual practice or have held only obliquely professional positions
such as judicial clerkships or associate positions in large law firms, seem to think
that professional responsibility is about rules of ethics when it is in fact about
coping with the moral, spiritual, professional and economic dilemmas a lawyer
faces while practicing.
Similarly, the most painful dilemmas of law practice take place in real
cases with real people handled at the pretrial and trial levels, not the sterilized and
dehumanized levels of appellate cases with which most law faculty have dealt in
their limited practice of law. That is neither the level on which law intimately and
powerfully engages with people and at which considerations of justice and injustice
become most stark, nor the intersection at which most people come in contact with
the law or where most lawyers practice.
But practice is only one part of the betrayal. Offering wisdom and guidance about the values and obligations necessary to seek justice and social
progress through law is another missing piece. Law students should be shown
their responsibility of living their lives not only productively in the traditional
practice of law, but as leaders of a generation that must contribute to the identification and implementation of solutions. What skills, values and knowledge are they
learning from law faculty which allow them to recognize their obligations and to
understand ways they can make meaningful contributions?
If law faculty are to help this nation respond to challenges, both through
their direct action and through what they impart to law students, they must first
develop the required skills, orientations and knowledge. Perhaps the insurmountable problem is that before they can accept the burden of responsibility for serving
their society, law faculty need to undergo a remedial learning process. In this
process they must examine their existing limits, identify what is needed to get to
the next level of sophistication and intellectual capability, and dellelop the specific
knowledge and strategies required to get there. Right now there is very little of
such activity. Without a significant expansion of their intellectual categories and
understanding, American law faculty will continue to define the world solely in
terms of what is important to them, and of little consequence to others.

The First Year Moot Court Experience
by Karin Mika
Assistant Director of Legal Writing, Research and Advocacy
During the last portion of the second semester, all first year students will be completing their Moot Court
Project. This project entails the student's writing of an appellate brief and a subsequent short presentation of an
oral argument before a three judge panel.
Here are some things the student should keep in mind when completing their Moot Court project:
1. Quality appellate writing is no different than any other type of quality writing. It is only the format of written
presentations that differ.
2. To that end, good advocacy writing requires a balancing of legal explanation with a convincing, sincere
espousal of the client's position in relation to the law. This skill, quite naturally, is not something most people
acquire effortlessly. Much like other skills, it requires practice. It requires a student's assessing and reassessing
the law in addition to formulating and reformulating possible positions. Above all else, a quality appellate brief
will require numerous drafts. The project cannot be done overnight.
3. The oral argument is not as harrowing as some students might anticipate. It is merely a conversation with
three judges who will probe the student's knowledge of the law and how supporting of the client's position that
law happens to be.
4. Even though some people are gifted oralists, no student can do a quality oral argument without practicing.
That means doing the presentation over and over again before various panels who will cover the gamut of any
conceivable question a judge may ask. In fact, many students have suggested that peers were harder examiners
than the real judges.
5. Practice will help even those who feel they are not gifted oralists. Keep in mind that proficiency at a skill
occurs only after having done that skill over and over again. If a student practices repeatedly, the "real" presentation will not seem so ominous.
I wish all of you luck in your first year efforts and encourage all of you to have the aspiration of participating on Cleveland-Marshall's Moot Court Team .
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African-American History and Women's
History at Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law

Dean's Corner
Any E:lxcellent law school
always has an outstanding law
library. During the last few years
the law school community, university administration, and state
officials have been planning a new
law library building for ClevelandMarshall. The planning has
extended for nearly a decade and
now appears to be moving toward
completion.
Dean Steven R. Smith
The new library facility will
be built behind the law school in
what is now a parking lot. (A new parking garage is planned for the other
side of 18th Street near Chester Avenue) . The new building will integrate
the most sophisticated electronic information systems with more traditional
"hard copy" books and journals, and microforms. The current law library will
be reconfigured for seminar space, a mock trial room , faculty and staff
offices, and space for student organizations.
This project is part of the university's "17th-18th Block Project"
development which will provide for a new business school building and
urban affairs building, in addition to the new law library.
A portion of the construction fund needed to build the project was
appropriated in the previous state capital budget. We are now seeking the
remainder of the capital funds from the budget currently under consideration by the state legislature. It is essential that these funds be available
so that construction can begin next year.
If adequate funds are appropriated in the capital budget, we expect
construction can begin before the end of this year or in the early part of
1995. Total construction time will be approximately two years.
You can help ensure the actuality of this project by reminding our
Governor and legislators of the pressing need for this new facility.

by Leslye Huff
Do you recognize the name
Latanya K. Livingston?
On March 11 , 1987, Latanya
K. Livingston withdrew from Cleveland- Marshall College of Law where
she was a first year student. Later
that evening she died. She was found
dead at a suburban golf course. The
Coroner's Report said that she "died
of exposure after falling into water and
hitting her head".
I first heard Latanya's name
at a Black Law Students' Association (BLSA) meeting in November,
1993. Our president asked for a volunteer to chair the memorial fund established after Latanya's death. The
file was passed to each one of us to
peruse. No ·one volunteered .
At meeting's end I still held
the file which included a 1988 memorandum from the National Bar Association - Law Student Division (NBA LSD). The memo stated that Latanya
"withdrew from school. .. for a variety
of reasons , including her concern
about racial tension at ClevelandMarshall". The NBA-LSD sought to
dispel rumors: "LATANYA DID. NOT
COMMIT SUICIDE" was written in,
bold capital letters and underlined.
Also in the file was BLSA's RESOLUTl ON IN REMEMBRANCE OF
LaTANYA KAYE LIVINGSTON .
The file also included
Latanya's obituary and her picture.
Her eyes were guileless and oddly
familiar. She was 25 years old. According to the obituary, Latanya was
a Christian who had a large devoted
extended family. She was an active
member of service organizations in
her hometown, Deland, Florida, prior
to law school. Latanya was the recording secretary of ClevelandMarshall BLSA.
After seven years , her untimely death is still unsettling. It's like
ending a song on a seventh chord:
one waits for a resolution that does
not come. How could such a tragedy
occur to a CleveJand-Marshall College
of Law student?

Attending law school can be
an isolating and alienating experience, particularly, if family and friends
are far away. At best, studying law
can teach one to think independently,
to discern relationships quickly and to
analyze critically. At its worst, the law
school teaching/learning process can
encourage intolerance of difference,
hyper-competitiveness, crass impoliteness and mean- spirited behavior.
Often for the sake of expediency and
efficiency, students· are inadvertently
taught to prey on insecurities and
minimize cooperation .
I think of Latanya often
while I'm in class or in the corridors
of Cleveland-Marshall. I realize
most people don't know her name;
some won't care. Sometimes, I
imagine what she would think about
some of the things that occur during
the course of a day. Apparently,
Latanya was concerned with racial
tension at Cleveland ~Marshall. I
wonder if Latanya would care if she
heard a male student call his buddy
a "faggot" because his friend
admitted being afraid to talk in
class? Would she be concerned
about a professor who referred to a
seizure as a "fit" while lecturing.
Would students hiding library texts
in order to have unfair advantage
be a concern of hers also? And .
what about our "homeless visitors"
in the library. Would Latanya want
them to stay or go? I guess
Latanya has become a symbol of
the possibility of deep concern for
others and the need for deep
concern for oneself.
Latanya's life and death
must be remembered at ClevelandMarshall. We owe it to ourselves to
stretch our capacity to recognize ,
acknowledge with respect, learn
from, accept and celebrate difference. If we are successful , we will
probably have far fewer losses to
mourn.
Leslye M. Huff is the chair
of the "Latanya K. Livingston
Memorial Fund" of the Black Law
Students' Association (BLSA) .
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A Yale Professor Visits C-M
by Robin Wilson
Staff Writer
Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law welcomed its 56th ClevelandMarshall Fund Visiting Scholar in
November. George Priest, a
Professor of Law at Yale Law
School and noted author of numerous articles and monographs on tort
law, products liability, privatization
and economic analysis was the
honored guest. Priest is an expert
in civil liability and the subject of his
lecture was the pros and cons of the
liability system versus the no fault
system. About 150 C-M students
and faculty, and members of the
local bench and bar attended the
Fifty-Sixth Cleveland-Marshall Fund
Lecture entitled "The Illusive
Attraction of No Fault".
Priest cited the substantial
amount of resources wasted in the
litigation process as a main factor in
support of the no fault system. The
no fault system is a first party
insurance system. Under it, injured
parties recover from their insurance
company directly (similar to health

and life insurance) instead of suing
the driver at fault and recovering
from his insurance company. Priest
talked about the reform effort for a
first party system and how it would
eliminate costs for pain and suffering and only costs for economic loss
would be paid. According to Priest
under no fault, the money saved
from the elimination of litigation for
pain and suffering costs could be
used to provide greater coverage
for those who are not covered by
the liability system we have today in
Ohio.
However, Priest said he is not
sure that the no fault system is the
best alternative despite its lowered
litigation costs. Priest cited Quebec
which adopted the no fault system
in 1978. Under it, the costs per
claim have declined because pain ·
and suffering costs have been
eliminated. However, the cost of
the system in Quebec as a whole
has increased because the number
of injuries have increased. Priest
concluded that Quebec is an
example of why the current litigation
system should continue. While

and Hillary Clinton , both former
acknowledging that the current no
·
students of Yale, whose rise to
fault system is expensive, he said
political fame have given Yale
the issue shouldn't be that of cost
something
to boast about among
alone but of injury. Priest said it's
the
Ivy
Leaguers.
Priest laughed as
necessary to establish and preserve
he
said
the
President
and First
that system which best limits injury.
Lady's
former
professors
started
The liability system, according to
packing
for
Washington
when
Priest does that. It's the best
Clinton was elected but so far only
deterrence to injury there is, he
one Yale professor has been hired
said.
by the Clinton administration . Priest
After the lecture Professor David
added
that all of Mr. Clinton's
Goshien, the Chair of the Cleveformer
professors are convinced
land"Marshall Fund Visiting Scholthey'll
eventually
be called upon.
ars Program, hosted a luncheon for
Priest
began
teaching
law in 1973
Priest. Goshien said he was
after
receiving
a
B.A.
degree
from
pleased with the outcome of this
Yale
College
and
his
J.D.
degree
year's Visiting Scholar Program .
from the University of Chicago Law
Priest said he was impressed with
School. One of his first teaching
the faculty and the students at
posts
was at an unaccredited law
Cleveland-Marshall but he noted the
school
and Priest said he believes
difference in the numbers of stuthose
first
students were among his
dents and professors at C-M versus
best.
Like
Cleveland-Marshall,
Yale. There are approximately 300
Priest's
first
law school held night
students at Yale and 45 professors
classes
(unlike
Yale) and he said he
making the student-teacher ratio
found
that
post
one of the most
seven to one. Priest said that is a
stimulating
of
his
teaching career.
definite advantage for Yale stuPriest
said
he
especially
.enjoyed
dents.
sitting
in
on
one
of
the
evening
Priest said Yale is proud of Bill
classes at Cleveland-Marshall.

Law School in the Looking-Glass
Frani<-K.rajerlke·--

by
statLWtiteJ .. . ·- - ·. In Lewis Carrol's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, one
imagines a little girl falling down a rabbit hole and
going through a mirror into magical gardens where
she encounters curious and amusing creatures. This
is only a cursory analysis of the work, however. In
Wonderland, nonsense cloaks sense and absurdity
masks reality, just as dreams veil our desires and
nightmares disguise our fears. The absurd traits found
in the characters of Wonderland symbolize real traits
of English personages, albeit in an extreme form.
With a little imagination, one can see Alice's journey
applies not only to tea time in the age of Queen
Victoria, but also to modern academics. The
idiosyncracies Alice sees in Wonderland reappear in
law school.
A close inspection of the characters in
Wonderland reveal three general types which have
contemporary counterparts. The curious child, Alice,
represents the inquisitive first year law student; the
Mad Hatter, ·Humpty-Dumpty, the Tweedles (Dee and
Oum) and the Whife Rabbit represent the peculiar
experiences of dealing with law school. The White
Knight illustrates professors with a practical (i.e.,
procedural) and patient approach to teaching.
In Wonderland Alice finds herself in a bizarre
place, with strange beings, much like a new student
finds the law school environment unique. Alice's first
encounter with intense madness occurs at one of the
most stable social gatherings in English society, a tea
party. The Mad Hatter serves as host and his guest
list includes the March Hare, the Dormouse, and
Alice. The convoluted conversations encompass
numerous topics including the Hatter's riddle of "Why
is a Raven like a writing desk." No one knows the
answer to this question , not even the Mad Hatter
himself. The silly creatures contort words and
phrases, while poor Alice tries her dignified best to
make sense of it all.
Law students also confront distorted words
and phrases. Alice's attendance at the Mad Hatter's
affair paradigms a students initial exposure to the
substantive law. Professors utilize a type of logical
analysis familiar to themselves but not to law students. Hearing legal reasoning for the first time
sounds much like spoken madness. To students
unfamiliar with the methods of legal inquiry, the
examination of Palsgraff and the Commerce Clause
can orily be a form of lunacy, twisting and contorting

notions of common sense.
Professor's .cryptic questions, which· have no
absolute answers, perplex students further. The
unanswered questions posed in law class (and in the
case books!) are like the Mad Hatter's riddle. First
year students must attempt to figure out the legal
equivalents of how a "raven is like a writing desk",
such as, why causation is not proximate causation , or
how denying basic human rights is an interference
with Interstate Commerce. No wonder Alice leaves the
party in disgust saying , "It's the stupidest party I ever
was at in all my life." Alice's sentiment about the tea
party is shared by many first year law students.
Another creature whose unconventional
approach to language seems·odd to Alice is HumptyDumpty. In his discourse with Alice, Humpty uses the
word "glory" incorrectly in context, or so it appears.
Alice says she doesn't understand what Humpty
means by "glory" in the context in which he uses it.
Humpty responds, "Of course you don't [understand]till I tell you . I meant, 'There's a nice knock down
argument for you!"'
Alice informs the proud egg that the definition
of glory isn't "a nice knock down argument." Humpty
responds with , "When I use a word . . . it means just
what I want it to mean , neither more nor less . ...
They've a temper some of them , particularly verbs:
they're the proudest-adjectives you can do anything
with but not verbs- however, I can manage the whole
lot of them . Impenetrability! That's what I say." Alice
then asks what Humpty means by 'impenetrability.'
After hearing Humpty's lengthy definition of "Impenetrability," Alice says, "That's a great deal to make one
word to mean."
I am convinced Humpty-Dumpty and the Mad
Hatter we re on the committee which drafted the
definitions for the UCC, the Model Penal Code, and
the Federal Rules of Evidence, as well as serving as
clerks on the Supreme Court whenever that body
needed to expand or limit the meaning of statutory
language. These two characters made simple words
mean a 'great deal' as legal terms.
Confusion comes from all quarters, not just
haughty eggs, eccentric haberdashers, and legal
scholars. Law students share the blame as well.
When Alice meets the English school boys,
Tweedledee and Tweedledum, she asks the duo how
to get out of the forest. The two were argumentative
and thus unhelpful. Said Tweeoledum to Alice "I know
what your thinking about," he continued, "but it ain't
so no how." "Contrariwise," added Tweedledee "if it
8

was so it might be; and if it were so, it would be; but
as it isn't, it ain't. That's logic for y.ou."
Arguing ~or the sake of arguing is not a
limited occurrence in law school , where many
students 'Tweedle'. These discussions become
especially heated when no one has a firm grasp of the
material. Like Tweedledee and Tweedledum, students
argue to sound intelligent, which is often discourteous
to fellow students and inhibits comprehension of legal
concepts.
Like the Tweedles, the White Rabbit also
treated Alice inconsiderately. Initially, Alice followed
the White Rabbit down the rabbit hole out of curiosity.
Likwise , a student enters law school to learn a
profession, an adult manifestation of curiosity. When
Alice encounters the White Rabbit, he looks at his
watch and rushes to meet the Duchess, disregarding
the little girl. Often professors and students scurry
around, like white rabbits attending to time pieces,
ignoring the people .around them in their haste.
The only character who takes time to help
Alice in her travels is the White Knight. Alice needs to
get to the eighth square of the chess board so she can
become a queen and then return home. The White
Knight carries Alice on his horse, while reciting poetry
and talking about his strange inventions. Though he
speaks madness, the White Knight offers Alice
practical assistance; he knows the way to the eighth
square and takes her there.
The White Knight parallels those professors
who, while conversant with the poetic and inventive
madness of the substantive law, offer practical
guidance and encouragement through their teaching .
Procedure-oriented courses and the professors who
teach them have an inextricable practical component,
since they deal with .the reality of adjudication.
Motions, pleadings, and trials are the nuts and bolts of
the law. Professors of both substantive and procedural courses can be encouraging to students seeking
the "eighth square" of graduation and passing scores
on the bar exam.
In the unusual voyage through law school , a
student encounters words and phrases in both the
substantive and procedural law which need patient
explanation and careful clarification . Those who offer
relief on uncommon journeys are the most memorable
to law students and little English girls.
[All quotations are from Lewis Carrol's Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland & Through the LookingGlass, Bantam Books, New York.)
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Real-Life Exchanges in the Courtroom Make for a Laugh
by Jon Sinclair
Staff Editor
I was pushing my Dad's shopping cart
through our hometown grocery store the day
after Christmas when he nodded at one of those
cardboard stands promoting "The Pelican Brief'
and said he had almost bought me a copy. I
immediately formed the sign of a cross with my
fingers, as if warding off a vampire.
"Uggg," I said, wanting nothing to do with
the book. I had just spent the last three weeks
holed up in a library studying around the clock for
five law school exams. I wanted nothing to do
with any printed matter which breathed mention
of the law. I wanted to read "Pelican Brief" like an
air crash survivor wants to read "Airport", or like
a CPA wants to see a 1040 tax form the morning
after April 15, etc, etc.
But I did receive one law-related book
over the holidays from my brother. He sent me
Disorder in the Court. Great Fractured Moments
in Courtroom History Charles M. Sevilla, (W.W.
Norton: 1~92, $8.95) which is a darn good book,
even though it is about "the law".
I don't know exactly where you can buy
it. But if my brother could find it in Maine, you
can find it in Cleveland. (I didn't even know they
had bookstores in Maine). The book is a collection of actual exchanges made in courtrooms
around our nation. Here's a few excerpts:

A New Lawyer
Court: Please begin.
Counsel: Thank you. (to witness) Miss, while you
have, if you have--you still--oh, you don't.
Court: That was a great start, Counsel.

playing, you know. We were goofing around. It
took her a while, but she found it.
Court: Would you clarify that, please?
Q.: Found what?
A.: Found the wallet.

Hearsay
Question: Did the mother tell you that the child
had been lying to her?
Counsel: Objection. Hearsay.
Court: I will sustain the objection. Just tell us
what she said to you.

Voir Dire
Court: Mr. S., What is your occupation?
Juror: What's that?
Court: (shouting) What is your occupation?
Juror: Oh, I am retired sir.
Court: Mr. S, Do you have a hearing problem?
Juror: What's that?
Court: (shouting) Do you have a hearing prob~
lem?
Juror: Oh, well ever since I have had a stroke, I
have not been able to hear so well out of my
good ear.
Court: Counsel?
Counsel: Capacity, your honor.
Court: Mr. S, you are excused.
Juror: What's that?
Court: (shouting) You are excused.

Sensitive Park Ranger
Q.: Were you the lone ranger on duty that night?
A.: I was the park ranger on duty that night.
Q.: I mean the only one, the lone--A.: You mean alone?
Q.: Alone.
A.: Yes, I was.
Unreasonable search
Q.: At that point it is your testimony that she [the
officer] reached in with her left hand, inside of
_
your pants?
A.: She was fondling me, you know. We were

Defendant: I remember when I was in your
courtroom in 1956 when you was a municipal
judge.
Court: I don't think we should go into that.
Def: Not guilty, too.
Court: Well, we all make mistakes, sir, but you
didn't make one.
Def.: Well , you made one. I was guilty.
Voir Dire
Prospective Juror: I'll voice an opinion. I think
they ought to have public stonings. You know,
have a big pit with bleachers, charge 50 cents a
rock, and give th~ money to the school systems,
you know, be a good deterrent.
Expert Witness
Plaint. Atty: Is that your conclusion, that this man
is a malingerer?
Psychiatrist: I wouldn't be testifying if I didn't
think so, unless I was on the other side, then it
would be a post-traumatic condition.

Library Hours
until March 18
Mon. - Thurs
8 a.m. - midnight
Fri.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat.
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun.
11 a.m. - midnight

Monday Beck's Night at Becky's
Beck's Light& Dark $1.75
Thursday Night $1 Molsons
15¢ Wings Everynig~t!
50¢ Baby Becky Burgers
Daily Lunch Specials
Happy Hour Specials

o

March 19 - March 26
Mon. - Thurs.
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m .
closed
Sun.
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2L Studies in C-M/Case Western
Russian Exchange Program
by Andrea Muto
Staff Editor
One of the most important things
Michelle Macecevic learned while in St. Petersburg, Russia last semester was simply this: Don't
let anyone know you're American.
"Our plane was three hours late ... we got
to the university around midnight," she said .
''The students who picked us up told us don't talk,
don't speak English. We didn't."
Foreigners and even Russians fear for
their.safety on the streets and crime seems to be
a new way of life, she said .
And while Macecevic said she didn't
expect all the comforts of home during her stay
in St. Petersburg, she didn't anticipate being
afraid to go out alone in the city or near the
university.
"You have to be more than careful ," she
said.
Macecevic, 24, studied Russian property,
contracts, torts, civil procedure and commercial
law while at St. Petersburg State University law
school. She also took a specialized course in
international transactions and arbitration , and
wrote a paper on Privatization in Russia.
Classes were taught in Russian by
Russian law professors. Traditionally, law
professors taught courses based on Soviet legal
theory. Now, Macecevic said some instructors
don't know what to teach.
"Especially the older professors seem to
find it more difficult with the new transition," she
said. "Sometimes it was hard to figure out what
was old and what was new law."
Macecevic said she had studied four
years of Russian language while at Miami
University, but found it difficult to understand
local dialects. Conducting research in a Russian
law library with only one computer for the entire
school was also a challenge.
"To do research, we used the newspaper," she said. ''The laws are changing so fast.
Even Russian attorneys usually only cite to
newspapers."
The Russian students Macecevic and

'
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Russian Parliment building in Moscow after the October 1993 "revolt."

Case Western's Art Rabin met made the Americans feel welcome.
''They treated us so well ," she said. "They
gave us so much when they have so little. When
I came back, I looked around here at what we
have. I realize now how much less we really
need."
Macecevic went to Moscow just after the
Russian Parliament building burned in October.
She said the Russian reaction to that round of
political turmoil was one of fear, disgust and
shame.
"No one wanted to say a word about it,"
she said. "The West makes it seem like politics is
such a big concern, but really everyone's biggest
concern there is finding enough to eat."
She said the Parliament building is being
repaired, but its smoke-stained facade has
prompted Russians to call it the 'Black and White

House.'
Russians are very proud of their tumultuous history, or at least they try to be, Macecevic
said. Such a drastic change of ideologies has
left confusion, anger and mistrust.
''There were some students my age who
at heart still said they were Communists," she
said. "Until the political situation stabilizes, some
Russians will still find it difficult to throw the old
ways out."
The Russian Exchange Program is a
joint program .sponsored by C-M, Case Western
and St. Petersburg University. C-M students
interested in participating next fall should contact
Prof. Jane Picker. Russian language is required.

Former Lounge to
become Comfort Inn
by Jon Sinclair
Staff Editor
Surely you've been wondering what's
behind all that plywood which surrounds the
building across from the law school. The
building, which once housed Swingos Keg &
Quarter, will become a Comfort Inn & Restaurant. Swingos was a legendary place for
Cleveland nightlife. Today, if you look towards
the top of the building today, you can still see
a emblem which merges the letters 'K' and
'Q'.

Michelle Macecevic (center) and Case Western's Art Rabin (second from left) celebrate Thanksgiving at a Russian friend's house.
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Scene magazine recalls an interview
with David Bowie in which he suggested the
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame be built on that
location because that's where "all of the rock
and roll action was in the '70s".
Apparently, the developer has no
expectations of business from the law school/
CSU, but ratheris looking for patrons from
Gateway and Convocation Center traffic. .
Neither Dean Smith nor Cleveland State's
Associate Vice-President Kenneth Ender have
been contacted by the developer.
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Farrakhan, Nation of Islam Under Fire

Make a statement. ...

Write for the GAVEL
by Les E. Rockmael
Staff Writer
Several months after forging a covenant
with the Congressional Black Caucus, the
NAACP and Jesse Jackson, the Nation of Islam
and its leader Louis Farrakhan are in the spotlight again. They are back in the spotlight due to
a racist, anti-semitic speech given by a top aide
of Farrakhan's at a New Jersey college a few
months ago.
Khalid Abdul Muhammad gave the
speech at Kean College in the fall. According to
the Plain Dealer, the offending comments were
that "Jews were bloodsuckers of the black
community," and "the Pope is a no good cracker."
Muhammad also advocated the killing of White
South Africans by Black South Africans. Additionally, Muhammad claimed that Jews were the
majority slave holders in the South. A tape
recording of the speech revealed loud applause
and statements of support indicating that a large
part of the audience supported the message
Muhammad was delivering.
Initially, the speech received only local
coverage in the Tri-State New York Area. It was
not until the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith took out a full page ad in the New York
Times that the speech received national attention. The ad quoted excerpts from Muhammad's
speech, but it left it to the readers to decide
whether the speech was offensive.
Reaction was fast and swift once the
story was picked up by the national media. The
covenant that was to bring the Nation of Islam
into the political mainstream was shattered. Rep.
Kwesi Mfume(D-MD), Chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus was quick to condemn tl"fespeech and distance the caucus from the Nation
of Islam.
While condemning the speech as racist
and anti-semitic, Rep. Mfume stated during a
press conference televised by C-Span that
condemnation of statements of this type should
be applied evenly whether the speaker is black or
white. Mfume made this statement in reference
to a prior comment by Sen. Hollings of South
Carolina which was considered racist but received little attention.
The Washington Post reported that Sen.
Hollings suggested that black people are savage
cannibals. He then went on to say about official
delegates from Africa going to Geneva: "You'd
find these potentates down in Africa, you know,
rather than eating each other, they'd just come
up and get a good square meal in Geneva." The
article also stated that Hollings had previously
been taken to task for calling blacks "darkies."

Condemnation came from all corners of
society including the United States Senate which
passed a resolution condemning the speech.
Condemnation also came from Jesse Jackson,
the NAACP and William Gray of the United
Negro College Fund.
However, condemnation was not unanimous. Rep. Charles Rangel(D-NY) on the
McNeil-Lehrer report said that the whole situation
had been blown out of proportion. Additionally,
the Rev. Al Sharpton who was interviewed on the
Charlie Rose show stated his belief that Louis
Farrakhan was not anti-semitic while at the same
time condemning Muhammad's speech.
Along with the criticism of the speech,
came the call for Minister Farrakhan to condemn
the speech and to discipline his aide. Farrakhan
finally addressed the issue at a Washington D.C.
press conference on .February 3, 1994.
The results of the press conference were
disappointing to most people. Farrakhan's press
conferenece which was covered by C-SPAN,
dismissed Muhammad from his job and rebuked
the speech. He called the speech "repugnant,
malicious, vile and mean spirited ." Farrakhan
also held out the possibility of future reinstatement for Muhammad. At the same time,
Farrakhan stated that he was standing by the
''truths" Muhammad stated. Farrakhan also
stated that the Anti-Defamation League was
racist and obsessed with destroying the Nation of
Islam.
These types of statements from
Farrakhan should come as no surprise to those
who have followed him over the years. Farrakhan
first received prominent attention in the 80's for
statjrig tha\ he believed-1.ba: "J~udaism is a gµtter
retrgrbn:- R'1s an11-semific rhetoric didn't end
there.
Farrakhan has also said that "Jews
control the government" and he has questioned
whether Jewish doctors are deliberately injecting
members of the black community with AIDS in
order to wipe out the community. Farrakhan has
also managed to offend catholics and homosexuals.
As a part of Black History Month,
Muhammad spoke at Kent State University. The
invitation was extended to him before the furor
over his New Jersey speech, and representatives
of the Black United Students saw no reason to
revoke it. They saw it as a free speech issue
although they don't all share the views of
Muhammad and the Nation of Islam.
Minister Farrakhan will be appearing on
the Arsenio Hall show on February 25, 1994. It
should be interesting to hear what Farrakhan has
to say.

The Cleveland-Marshall Summer
Law Program in Bratislava
by Analicia Pianca

Graduation
will be on
Sunday,
May 22, 1994
2 p.m.
Palace Theater

Student Internet
Accounts
The Internet has arrived at C-M. Sign-up
for an account between 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. in
LB 144, located in the Law Library's first floor PC
Lab.
Bring a validated Cleveland State
University ID or a current schedule along with a
picture ID (driver's license) with you.
Accounts may be accessed from home
with a propertly connected and functioning
computer and modem, plus a communications
program. The Library will have the shareware
communications program Telix available. Accounts can also be accessed from the PC Lab.
For more information, see a member of
the Automation Department (523-7323).

Summer1993

Hi Mike.

Postcard from
Abroad

The GAVEL is always seeking interested
students, staff, faculty and administrators to
contribute to this publication. If you are interested,
stop by the office, LB 23, or call 687-4533. Opinion
pieces, news articles and cartoons are welcome.
Please contact an editor regarding your topic to
avoid duplication of efforts.
Contributors become staff members after
publishing two articles in the GAVEL. Staff
members are eligible to participate in editor
elections at the end of the school year. Three
editors are elected, each receiving a full stipend
from the University.
The opinions expressed herein are those of
the authors and not the GAVEL. The GAVEL is not
responsible for article content, including factual
matters.

Greetings from Praha!
This is an amazing city, like you said. The amazingly
artistic architecture melds, unlike in Vienna, where it just is, here
it breathes the smog of modernity with the dust of the everpresent past. Here Kafka wrote Der Schloss, the Castle. Which
Castle was it? In this city even the train station looks palatial.
Went to Museum Bohemia where I saw Bohemian and Moravian
folk art --- bureaus, dresses, incredibly detailed scenes in
bottles; then paleonthological exhibits, then pre-historic exhibits.
In Bratislava, just yesterday I saw a Henry Moore exhibit (the
famous modern 1970s-80s bronze sculpturist). His works were
breath-taking; today in Prague I see the prototype Henry Moore -- a ston·e figure made @ 2,000 B.C. We live in continuum,
finishing creations started thousands of years ago. Caught a
cold from too much vodka, cigarettes and excess. Hope
everyone in Mexico is as well as possible.
Ciao, Analicia
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